Q&A: Redesigning your
plan’s core menu
Russell Investments Research

In the paper, “Core: What is it good for?” we made the case for a streamlined menu that utilizes
multi-manager, white label funds, and outlined the three steps you can take to get there. Now,
let’s answer some of the frequently asked questions. We feel strongly, based on our decadeslong experience of working with investment committees, that this approach builds a more solid
core menu. Ultimately, we believe that it not only benefits plan participants striving to meet their
retirement goals, but also investment committees working to fulfill their fiduciary responsibilities.

Exhibit 1: Participant plan menu tiers

Percentage of
total participants

DO IT FOR ME

DO IT WITH ME

DO IT MYSELF

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

60%–80%

20%–30%

2%–10%

The chart above illustrates Russell Investments’ estimate of the percentage of participants that fall
into each plan menu tier.

1. Q. Why offer a tier of asset class options at all? Why not offer a plan
design that consists solely of target date funds and a brokerage
window?
A. Some investment committees are convinced that there are “do it for me” and “do it
myself” participants in their plans but aren’t so sure that “do it with me” participants really
exist. In some plans, that may be true; in those cases, a committee could follow this
approach. However, for most plans, we think such a design may be too radical for
investment committees to implement and for plan participants to understand. If the plan is
to be successful, any structure you pick needs to be embraced by both internal
stakeholders and plan participants. So even though there may be limited “do it with me”
participants in a plan, causing limited use of the core menu, other participants like to know
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there is choice, should they later want to exercise it. For investment committees thinking
about a two-tiered approach but not quite ready to go there, a good first step is to at least
de-emphasize the core menu by streamlining it, and then nudging participants toward the
Qualified Default Investment Alternative (QDIA) through a re-enrollment initiative.

2. Q. Why offer as many as six to 10 options on a core menu? Aren’t two or
three enough?
A. In fact, there is a case for further “collapsing” the menu. Why separate U.S. small cap
from U.S. large cap equity? Why separate U.S. and non-U.S. equity? How about offering
one big global equity portfolio? There is certainly a compelling case for this type of menu,
and many defined benefit plans have implemented this type of global equity framework.
However, we haven’t known many defined contribution (DC) investment committees to offer
this type of limited menu, so it’s hard to gauge how participants might react. As a result,
most committees attempt to strike a balance between providing sufficient choice to
accommodate a majority of participants and not overcomplicating investment decisions.
The menu design depends on what levers you want to provide to participants to adjust their
portfolios. At the simplest level, the core menu gives participants the ability to adjust their
portfolios between capital appreciation and preservation, which is based on their risk
tolerance. If that’s the only lever you want to provide, then offering two or three broad
options may make sense. But if you want to give participants the increased ability to make
adjustments – in U.S. equity versus non-U.S., large cap versus small, active management
vs. passive, to name a few – then you’d need to offer a wider range of options.
Our sample core menu is just one potential answer that we think is a good starting point for
a committee discussion on the right number of options for your plan’s core menu.

Exhibit 2: Example of a Tier 2 menu
TIER 2—PASSIVE

TIER 2--ACTIVE

International Equity

International Equity

U.S. Small Cap Equity

U.S. Small Cap Equity

U.S. Large Cap Equity

U.S. Large Cap Equity

Core Fixed Income

Core/Plus Fixed Income
Capital Preservation

3. Q. I have more than 20 options available today. Collapsing that menu
down to six options seems drastic. What should I do?
A. There is no magic number. However, we believe that a more streamlined menu can help
participants make better choices. The best place to start is to look for opportunities where
you can reduce overlap between options. For example, how many U.S. options do you
have versus non-U.S.? Do you need three style funds each in U.S. small cap and mid cap?
Make sure your plan lineup seems balanced across the risk and reward spectrum.
Reducing options can feel like a “take-away,” but we find that many participants react well
to a streamlined menu and appreciate the more manageable decision-making process. We
encourage investment committees to focus on the majority of participants that will benefit
from a simplified menu, not just the minority that voice opposition to fund changes. For
those who want the extra choice, the brokerage window is always an option in those plans
that offer one.

4. Q. You suggested using the asset-class names for the white-labeling.
But do participants really understand what these names mean?
A. We agree that some percentage of your participant population might not understand
asset-class names. Hopefully, these participants will acknowledge that they are “do it for
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me” investors and select that appropriate Tier 1 menu option. Beyond that, we’ve heard
interesting ideas for alternative naming conventions, but we haven’t seen them tested.
Some have suggested including more descriptive terms, to indicate the objective of the
fund – (e.g., “conservative,” “growth,” “inflation protection”). But these terms can be
ambiguous and somewhat ill-defined, and they often mean different things to different
people. What happens when your inflation-protection fund drops significantly, like in 2008
when the S&P GSCI Commodity Index lost 46.5%? What happens when interest rates rise
and your conservative fund then has negative performance? Might more descriptive names
encourage unrealistic expectations? Asset-class names are more conventional and more
readily defined, for most participants and for plan committees as well. So, we use asset
class names as our starting point.

Exhibit 3: Baseline structure for core menu
Total Pre-Mixed
Portfolio

Target Date Fund or Managed Account

Broad Based Equity

Large Cap

Style Specific
Portfolios
Growth

Value

TIPS

Core

Small Cap

International

Growth

U.S. Equity

Value

Narrow Asset
Class Portfolios

Fixed Income
Short Duration

Broad Asset
Class Portfolios

Capital Preservation

U.S Aggregate

Capital Appreciation

Emerging
Markets

Objective Based
Portfolios

Core

5. Q. Do I need to implement all three steps at the same time?
A. Not necessarily. These steps are not mutually exclusive. We think it’s most powerful if
you implement all three at once, but you could implement the pieces over time. You could
simply streamline the menu. Or, you could white-label single-manager funds. Or, you could
offer a multi-manager fund but continue to use the multi-manager brand name. All of these
things are good steps in moving toward a more understandable solution for participants.
We do find that some committees and participants are more comfortable when changes are
introduced incrementally. You can start by “test driving” some of the solutions with a part of
your lineup. For example, U.S. small cap equity is an area where plans tend to offer
multiple funds. It’s often hard to find just one high-quality U.S. small cap equity manager,
due to concerns about a single manager’s capacity constraints, style drift and cap drift. So,
offering a single white-labeled multi-manager U.S. small cap solution may be a good place
to start. However, using an approach that implements changes over time should be
balanced with managing transaction costs and potentially overwhelming participants with
notices regarding another menu update.

6. Q. What about active and passive investing tiers? Should I offer both in
my plan?
A. Including both an active and a passive investing tier in a DC plan, in an effort to
accommodate the needs of a majority of employees, is a reasonable approach. However,
the distinction between the tiers should be communicated so as not to overwhelm
participants with too many highly correlated investment choices. We believe that this can
be accomplished with an active and passive mirrored structure, represented by key asset
classes. Our baseline structure for the core menu is outlined in Exhibit 3.
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7. Q. From an operational standpoint, isn’t moving to a white-labeled and/or
multi-manager structure a headache?
A. It certainly can feel easier to simply pick the XYZ Mutual Fund and be done. But is that
the best fiduciary and participant solution? Moving to a white-labeled and/or multi-manager
approach does involve additional considerations and work. The white-labeling component
is usually the easy part. Getting everything set up with the record keeper requires some
work, but our experience has been that most record keepers are now able to accommodate
white-label funds.
Building custom multi-manager funds can involve more work with your record keeper and
custodian. As an investment committee who is building your own multi-manager funds, you
will need to think beyond just picking the managers and determining the allocations.
Additional considerations include establishing a liquidity account, rebalancing, and
conducting smart cash flow management and effective transition management. However,
these aren’t new issues for institutional-size DC plans, and there are plenty of record
keepers and custodians who know how to support these structures. Your consultant should
also be able to provide guidance throughout the process.
Plans that don’t have the scale required to handle some of the fixed administrative costs
that come with this approach, or that don’t have the internal expertise to execute the move
themselves, may want to consider outsourcing the solution to providers who can implement
custom or off-the-shelf multi-manager options.

8. Q. With more custom solutions, aren’t participant communications more
difficult?
A. As with all custom solutions, this approach does introduce some different
communications challenges. But they are not new challenges, and we think the extra effort
is worthwhile, given the potential benefits to participants. Record keepers have developed
communication strategies to fully support these custom solutions. If your plan is
implementing an off-the-shelf multi-manager structure, the provider should already have all
the necessary participant communication materials your plan will need.

9. Q. Wow, this sounds like a lot more fiduciary risk. Isn’t it less of a risk to
pick an off-the-shelf mutual fund?
A. Remember, there is no “easy button” when it comes to meeting fiduciary responsibilities.
Just ask any investment committee that has recently been involved in fiduciary litigation;
many of them used retail mutual funds1. While it seems that a custom approach is more
work, or that the investment committee is taking on a greater fiduciary burden, just allowing
a mutual fund provider to make all the decisions for your plan is no less risky. We believe
you will be on solid ground as long as you do what you believe is in the best interests of
participants, document your decisions, follow the prudent investor standard and engage the
services of experts when you don’t have the requisite expertise.

10. Q. How do I report performance on these types of solutions?
A. There are a few ways to approach this. Depending on whether you set up a custom or
an off-the-shelf solution, the historical performance record that you can show may be
different. The nice thing about these approaches is that once the fund is live, it will build its
own performance stream. Participants will see the performance of the overall option,
which will continue even as underlying managers are swapped in and out. The committee,
(if you are building a custom solution), or the multi-manager provider, (in the case of an
off-the-shelf fund), will monitor the performance of the underlying managers to see if they
are meeting expectations.

1

Barry, M. (2012) “Tussey v. ABB” Plan Advisory Services. Retrievable at http://www.planadvisoryservices.com/public/features/tusseyvabb.html
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For more information
Call Russell Investments at 800-426-8506 or
visit russellinvestments.com/institutional

Important information
Nothing contained in this material is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities, or investment advice, nor an opinion regarding the
appropriateness of any investment, nor a solicitation of any type. The general information contained in this publication should not be
acted upon without obtaining specific legal, tax, and investment advice from a licensed professional.
Russell Investments' ownership is composed of a majority stake held by funds managed by TA Associates, with a significant minority
stake held by funds managed by Reverence Capital Partners. Russell Investments' employees and Hamilton Lane Advisors, LLC also
hold minority, non-controlling, ownership stakes.
Frank Russell Company is the owner of the Russell trademarks contained in this material and all trademark rights related to the
Russell trademarks, which the members of the Russell Investments group of companies are permitted to use under license from
Frank Russell Company. The members of the Russell Investments group of companies are not affiliated in any manner with Frank
Russell Company or any entity operating under the “FTSE RUSSELL” brand.
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